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Pride Amplified
Part of The Sydney WorldPride Festival
Event Presenter Handbook

Acknowledgement Of Country
Sydney WorldPride will take place on the lands of the Gadigal, Cammeraygal, Bidjigal,
Darug, Dharawal people who are the Traditional Custodians of the Sydney Basin.
We pay our Respects to their Elders past and present. Always was Always will be
Aboriginal Land.
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander people come from many different clans and
communities across Australia & in 2023 will come together as one, to celebrate with
our global LGBTQIA+ community.

Disclaimer
The information in this guide is correct at date of publication, this version as at 24 June
2022. Event Presenter resources are updated as new information comes to hand. This
document was created by Sydney WorldPride and our partner The Sydney Fringe and may
not be reproduced or copied without prior permission. Full Event Presenter Terms and
Conditions can be found within the registration portal at eventotron.com, and Ticketing
Terms and Conditions will be available at prideamplified.au prior to ticketing on-sale.
These publications represent the most up to date conditions surrounding participation and
ticketing respectively.

Acknowledgement Of Provider And Rights

The Sydney Fringe is the provider of registration, event presenter liaison and ticketing
services for Pride Amplified, (ticketing managed utilising the Red 61 platform provider).
Processes and procedures for registration and event presenter liaison, and related
documents, are adapted from The Sydney Fringe’s existing procedures (and 2022 artist
handbook) to suit the requirements of Sydney WorldPride.
Ticketing processes and procedures are created and advised by The Sydney Fringe, working
in partnership with Sydney WorldPride.
Sydney WorldPride acknowledges the intellectual property of The Sydney Fringe in these
processes and documents.

Gather dream amplify
Sydney WorldPride acknowledges the traditional custodians of Australia, the oldest
surviving culture on the planet and invites us to work together to create change and
long-lasting legacy for all our communities.
We welcome LGBTQIA+ people from across the globe: to honour our elders and
communities, acknowledge our connections and empower each other to celebrate
together in new ways.
This is a calling.
A calling to gather in person or online and participate in this global movement.
It is a time to listen deeply, learn, take action, protest and party.
We invite you to participate in a gathering and conversation, celebration and ceremony.
A time to dream.
Imagine the future we want and demand it.
For some, a time to step aside, making sure there is an abundance of space for everyone.
New voices. New dreams.
A time for new perspectives and possibilities.
Our city will open its arms wide and welcome everyone to be themselves and dream big.
It will be the first WorldPride to be held in the Southern Hemisphere.
It will be playful and profound.
An invitation to speak out.
To look within and be proud.
It is dancing all night.
It is ripping the wound open.
It is healing.
It is a huge exhale of glitter.
It is non-stop laughter alongside heartbreak and injustice.
It is about what is possible when we amplify ourselves and each other.
This is a calling to amplify what is important to you whilst ensuring that others can turn their
volumes up.
When we listen, deeply, what might we hear that we otherwise may not have heard?
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WELCOME TO
SYDNEY WORLDPRIDE
Thank you for your interest in being part of Sydney WorldPride through our Pride
Amplified Program. This is an incredible opportunity to showcase Australia’s LGBTQIA+
arts and culture to the world and we want you to be part of it. We are so excited to see
what events our diverse communities will produce for Pride Amplified; a program that
will span art-forms and community events across Greater Sydney. We know that it will
reveal extraordinary talents, change-making gatherings, unforgettable parties, cutting
edge performance works and things we couldn’t have possibly thought of. That’s what we
love about Pride Amplified – it is our communities showing the world how they want to be
represented and what they want the world to experience when they come to Sydney. For
our audiences it will be an exhilarating journey of discovery. We thank you for joining this
program as together we gather, dream and amplify in 2023.

Daniel Clarke and Ben Graetz
Co-Festival Creative Directors
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What Is Sydney WorldPride 2023?
Sydney WorldPride is a Mega Mardi Gras taking place from 17 February to 5 March 2023.
WorldPride is a global event licensed by InterPride, which is awarded to a major host
city every 2-3 years. Like the Olympics, cities bid to host the event. As part of next year’s
festival, Sydney WorldPride will deliver a comprehensive program of arts, culture and
festivals designed to engage global LGBTQIA+ audiences.
Sydney WorldPride will be the first to be held in the Southern Hemisphere and for 17
glorious days Sydney WorldPride will celebrate the brightest and boldest from the
LGBTQIA+ community. It will be a global Pride festival, showcasing the beautiful diversity of
Australia and the Asia-Pacific region, and is expected to attract nearly 1 million people.

What Will It Look Like?
Along with much-loved Sydney Gay & Lesbian Mardi Gras events including the Parade,
Party, Laneway and Sissy Ball, there will be a host of one-off Sydney WorldPride events,
from major headliners to theatrical performances and community sports.
The 17-day celebration will feature over 300 events, including:
•

An all-star opening concert

•

A Bondi Beach Party

•

A Human Rights Conference at the Sydney ICC

•

A First Nations Gala Concert

•

Pride Villages surrounding the Oxford Street rainbow district

•

A once-in-a-lifetime Pride March across the Sydney Harbour Bridge

•

A music festival-style closing concert

•

WorldPride Arts – a program of 60+ arts events

•

WorldPride Sports – a program of sports events for the whole community

•

An open access program called Pride Amplified, with events staged throughout
Greater Sydney by third-party producers and creators

Along with the festivities, Sydney WorldPride coincides with major milestones in the
LGBTQIA+ community’s ongoing struggle for equality.
The year 2023 will mark Australia’s 50th anniversary of the first Gay Pride Week (which took
place in Adelaide in 1973), the 45th anniversary of the first Mardi Gras Parade and 5th year
anniversary of Australian marriage equality.
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What is Pride Amplified?
Sydney WorldPride is inviting you to be part of the Sydney WorldPride festival through Pride
Amplified, the open access program for arts, culture, community, experiences and parties.
Pride Amplified is for anyone who wants to showcase LGBTQIA+ creativity during the
Sydney WorldPride festival, whether it’s a party or a night at the theatre, we want to see
applications for events across Greater Sydney to showcase Sydney’s LGBTQIA+ talent to
the world.
From family-friendly days out, to radical and immersive experiences, this is our
community’s chance to present LGBTQIA+ creativity on an international stage.
Registrations for Pride Amplified are open from 29 June to 1 August 2022, for projects to be
included in the printed festival guide to be distributed in November 2022.
A second round of applications for Pride Amplified will re-open from early November for
inclusion on the Pride Amplified website only.

What We Believe at Sydney WorldPride
Festival Priorities
The festival includes compelling, bold and adventurous ideas that reflect the diversity of
the LGBTQIA+ communities and encourage participation in LGBTQIA+ arts and cultural
events. The program ensures that all members of the LGBTQIA+ community are included.
We provide a platform and opportunity for voices that have traditionally been
under-represented, whilst developing new audiences for LGBTQIA+ arts and
cultural events.
We encourage registration from events that provide opportunities for:
FIRST NATIONS PEOPLES
PEOPLE FROM THE ASIA-PACIFIC
PEOPLE OF COLOUR
ELDERS
WOMEN
YOUTH
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITY
TRANSGENDER AND GENDER DIVERSE PEOPLE
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Pride Amplified Eligibility: Who Can Apply?
Applying event presenters - i.e. artists, producers, promoters, community or business
organisations - can be from anywhere in the world, however the presented event must take
place in Greater Sydney during Sydney WorldPride between 17 Feb – 5 Mar 2023. NB: events
can start earlier and finish after the festival as long as they present within the festival dates.
There is no creative assessment of Pride Amplified events, however all registered
events must:
1. Demonstrate strong event planning
2. Demonstrate a commitment to Sydney WorldPride’s values of diversity, inclusion and
accessibility.
3. Fit into the context of an LGBTQIA+ festival, meaning the event is either:
• Created and presented by the LGBTQIA+ community:
An event created by community should be led by members of community, include a
majority of participants/performers who are members of community, be presented by
an LGBTQIA+ organisation, and/or be creatively driven by the unique perspectives of the
community.
OR
• Created and presented for the LGBTQIA+ community:
An event created by individuals or organisations that are not part of the LGBTQIA+
community may register if it has unique specific appeal to members of the community,
arising from the form, content or context of the event. Further, the event must
demonstrate meaningful consultation and collaboration with the LGBTQIA+ community
in the creation and presentation of the event.
Note: Due to the nature of Sydney WorldPride’s existing partner relationships, some
business entities may be precluded from directly presenting and/or branding work within
Pride Amplified.
If you are uncertain whether your event is eligible please fill in step 1 of the registration
process and you will be advised if you are eligible, and next steps (See Page 13 below).
To be part of Pride Amplified, a registration fee is payable. The fee is on a sliding scale
depending on the ticket price and size of the event (see page 18 below).
Projects that are both not for profit
AND
have not received corporate, government or significant philanthropic financial support, will
have the option to apply for a registration fee waiver (see page 19 below).
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Sydney WorldPride Commitment
Our Commitment
We are committed to ensuring our festival is accessible to our all members of the
LGBTQIA+ community, including those of diverse backgrounds and abilities. We seek to
support the participation of people from marginalised communities in our region and
ensure they can fully and safely participate in our festival.
As custodians of this truly global event, we are held accountable to best achieve
our objective of organising events of celebration, community, commemoration, and
protest, ultimately building transparency and trust within the organisation and broader
communities. We want to make decisions we are proud of, and that represent why we exist,
what we believe in, and what we stand for.

Your Commitment
Signing this Commitment confirms your commitment to the goals of Sydney WorldPride
as we look forward to a diverse, inclusive, accessible, and world-class festival. Your support
gives us confidence that your events and activities meet our expectations as we promote
our festival events locally, nationally and internationally.
By agreeing to this Commitment, you confirm the following regarding your events and
attendees:
•

Inclusion for all LGBTQIA+ people and a safe working environment for company
members, performers, crew, staff and audiences.

•

Zero tolerance for homophobia, biphobia, transphobia, racism, sexism, ableism or
discrimination of any kind by performers and staff leading up to and at your events.

•

A policy of accessibility, demonstrating ways you include people with disability and/or
who are d/Deaf.

•

Where possible, facilities including toilets which are clearly non-gendered, allowing
individuals to use facilities according to their affirmed gender.

•

A clear pathway for disciplinary/grievance related governance at your events. How would
any complaints get resolved?

Fees & Fee Waivers
The applicable registration fee per event is based primarily on whether the presenter
is Commercial/For Profit or Community/Not For Profit, with consideration for earning
potential (capacity, season length etc.), and multi-event discounts.
Events are also eligible to apply for a full fee waiver. A fee waiver will be considered if:
The organisation presenting the event is legally constituted as a Not For Profit
OR
The organisation or individual presenting the event is not legally constituted as a Not For
Profit but is an individual operator, collective or unincorporated community or social group
AND
the event is not funded by government, corporate or substantial philanthropic support
AND
the presenter demonstrates that this event will not make a profit and is delivered primarily
through volunteer and/or in-kind resourcing.
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KEY DATES
Pride Amplified Registrations Open – Main Round

29 June ‘22

Pride Amplified Registrations Close – Main Round

01 Aug ‘22

Printed Guide And Website Collateral Due

01 Aug ‘22

Public Liability And Risk Assessments Due

01 Oct ‘22

Printed Guide Released And Tickets On Sale

09 Nov ‘22

Pride Amplified Registrations Re-Open – Website Only Round

11 Nov'22

Pride Amplified Registrations Close – Website Only Round

28 Nov ‘22

Public Liability And Risk Assessments Due – Website Only Round

2 Dec ‘22

Website Only Event Tickets On Sale

10 Jan ‘23

Sydney Worldpride Opens

17 Feb ‘23

Sydney Worldpride Closes

5 Mar ‘23

YOUR MAIN POINT
OF CONTACT
Pride Amplified - Event Presenter Services
amplified@sydneyworldpride.com or on 0483 819 232

Registration Process
The process to register for Pride Amplified, and communicate with Sydney WorldPride,
happens mostly in an online registration portal designed specifically by Sydney WorldPride
for our Pride Amplified event presenters. We did this to make things as automated and easy
as possible for you, and to ensure we gather everything we need to share your event with
Sydney WorldPride audiences in our printed festival guide and website.
You need to consider your answers carefully, as the information provided will be used to
determine your eligibility to present as part of Pride Amplified, and to populate your event
listing in the printed guide and event page on the Pride Amplified website.
The registration portal is hosted by Eventotron - a leading global portal provider for
festivals - making it simple to register events that have been presented elsewhere before,
and to connect with other national and international festivals if you’re taking your event on
the road after Sydney WorldPride.
Note: If any element of the registration platform does not meet your access requirements
please contact the Pride Amplified team at amplified@sydneyworldpride.com or on
0483 819 232 and we will gladly assist you in completing your application & registration.

How To Register

Create an account + create an event
To begin a registration head to sydneyworldpride.com/prideamplified and tap the button
marked Pride Amplified Registration, (or go directly to eventotron.com).
Click Login/Sign Up in the top right hand corner, and enter your e-mail address and a
password into the New Users field to create an account. (If you have presented this or other
events at festivals that use Eventotron for registration you will already have an account – in
this case log-in using the Existing Users field.)
Note: If you are acting as both a Venue Manager and an Event Presenter in relation to your
Pride Amplified event(s), please ensure to use the same e-mail address & logon for both
event and venue registration.

Once registered/logged in to Eventotron, head to the Events tab – top left hand corner and click + CREATE A NEW EVENT.
Once your event exists click + ADD A FESTIVAL or go to the Festivals and Seasons tab (top
left again), find Pride Amplified, part of Sydney WorldPride in the listings and
click ‘APPLY’.
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Step 1: Eligibility Application
While there is no creative assessment of Pride Amplified events, event presenters must
warrant that your event is created by and/or for the LGBTQIA+ community, will be presented
in Greater Sydney during the Sydney WorldPride festival dates, and must demonstrate
strong event planning and a commitment to Sydney WorldPride’s values of diversity,
inclusion and accessibility.
Please respond honestly to each question in the form, to provide us with the information
required to determine whether your event is eligible for inclusion in Pride Amplified.
You will receive an e-mail confirmation once your eligibility application is submitted, and a
further confirmation e-mail once your event is approved for inclusion.
Note: Events that commence registration in the final week of the registration period (25 July
to 1 Aug) may not receive confirmation of eligibility until after close of registrations. These
events only will have until 7 days after eligibility approval is advised to complete
their registration.

STEP 2: Event Provider Details and Event Details
Once your event is approved as eligible to be presented in Pride Amplified log on again,
head to the events tab (top right), select your event, and select the Pride Amplified tab.

This is where you tell us about you and your event. We’ve kept the questions as simple as
possible and you’ll be guided through the process with progress bars in each section.
Fill each question, making sure to carefully read any notes and guidance provided, and
using the navigation buttons at the bottom of each page or the left-side menu navigator to
move through the registration form.
The left hand navigation will show how much of the form
you have completed – you must complete the entire
form before you can finalise your event, and your event is
not formally a part of Pride Amplified until you have both
finalised and paid your registration fee.
The event details page includes only information that
may be required by Sydney WorldPride, venues, and the
media. The remaining event information – relevant to
audiences – is entered at Step 5: Event Marketing.
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STEP 3: Venue
In order to secure or confirm a Venue for your event, the venue must also register as a
participating Pride Amplified venue (and later confirm relevant event details such as
session dates and times).
Once your venue has registered in the system you will find their listing in the VENUE
BROWSER section. Simply find your venue from the list, and click enquire and apply.
It’s then over to the venue to confirm that they are hosting your event in the system.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT SECURING A VENUE SEE PAGE 21

Dates Times and Prices
The Dates, Times and Prices section will only appear after you are officially linked to your
confirmed venue in the system.
On this page, please enter the dates and times your event will take place, available prices,
and additional information such as session-specific access provisions.
Event dates, times and prices must be formally confirmed before being entered in the
registration portal, and your venue will be required to independently verify these details
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT TICKETING AND PRICING SEE PAGE 28

STEP 4: Event Marketing - Festival Guide and Website
These two pages of the form are where you enter text and images for your public listings
in the Sydney WorldPride festival guide and Pride Amplified website. Remember that
information in these sections will be made public exactly as entered by you.
You must provide at least:
One image in the correct dimensions
One short blurb for the Festival Guide (50 words)
One longer blurb for the Pride Amplified website (300 words)
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MARKETING AND IMAGES SEE PAGE 24
If you have been approved to use an alternate ticketing provider you can indicate this at the
bottom of the Website page, and enter the URL for tickets to your event.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT TICKETING SEE PAGE 28
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Details & Demographics
Here you’ll be asked to respond to a few additional questions, and there are fields to upload
documents that will be required closer to the festival. Return before each document due
date to upload.
Sydney WorldPride also gathers demographic details about you and your event for
reporting to our community and partners. This information will only be used in aggregate
across Pride Amplified events, will not be made generally public and, where used, will
be anonymized.

STEP 5: Finalisation and Payment
In this final registration step you will be able to sign off on your event, sign the terms and
conditions, and pay your registration fee.
Your registration is not complete until you have completed this step and the left hand
progress bar is green, and says the word Finalised.

Note For International Event Presenters
Sydney WorldPride welcomes international event presenters. The Registration process
is the same as for Australian presenters, but you will be required to answer a few more
questions relating to financials and taxation. (For further information see“Ticketing and
Settlements” page 27)
If you are an international presenter, you are responsible for ensuring that you have the
correct Visa’s and permissions to present your event in Australia.
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Searchable Fields
During registration you will need to select from three sets of tags by which audiences will
be able to search by on the Pride Amplified website. Your selections will form a primary way
for audiences to find your event, and must reflect the true nature of your event.

Type/Genre

(single primary genre/type selected at “Eligibility”,
multiple secondary genres at “Event Marketing”)
Select the type/genre of your event from the below list.
You can select as many genres as are relevant to your event, but they must reflect the
true nature of your event - there is no benefit to you or audience members in directing
attendees to events by providing erroneous information.

Circus & Comedy
Fashion
Physical Theatre

Cabaret, Burlesque & Variety
Family & Kids
Live Art Drag Spoken Word & Storytelling
Musical Immersive & Interactive Digital
Theatre
Contemporary Performance Film
Dance
Opera Visual Art & Design
Parties Literature Youth & Young Adult
Theatre
Music Workshops & Talks
Tourism & Sightseeing Other
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Community
(selected at “Event Details”)
Sydney WorldPride is committed to providing a platform and opportunity for voices that
have traditionally been under-represented, whilst developing new audiences for all types
of LGBTQIA+ arts and cultural events. To assist audiences in finding the right events for
them select from the below list of Communities. Select only tags that reflect specifically
who your event is created For and/or created By:

Australian First Nations People
Lesbians Elders d/Deaf People
Non Binary and People Of Colour
Gender Diverse People
First Nations Pacifica People Women Gay Men
People With Disability/Disabled People
People With
Intersex Variations Trans/Transgender People
Culturally and Linguistically Bisexual Queer People
Diverse Communities People
People From The Asia Pacific Youth
and
Men
Families Asexual
Aromantic People
Accessibility
(selected at “Event Marketing”)
Pride Amplified events must demonstrate a commitment to accessibility. In the Event
Marketing page you can select if you are providing the following access options. These
options will be searchable by audiences on the Pride Amplified website.

Language No Barrier Wheelchair Accessible
Auslan Interpreted Performance/s
Loop/Assistive
Audio Described Hearing
Listening Technology
Performance/s Captioned Performance/s

Relaxed Performance/s
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REGISTRATION FEES

Your registration fee should be paid upon finalisation of your registration, in the
Eventotron registration portal (payment will be prompted at this stage).

Fee Waiver
By application see P20 below
All events

FREE ($0)

FREE ($0)

Not For Profit / Community Fees
For events presented by a Not For Profit, or Unfunded* Community
Group or Independent Producer

Fee
Ex GST

Cost
per event

Single Event – free entry

$175

$175

Single Event – paid entry

$250

$250

Show Season*

$400

$400

3 Event Discount Pack
(3 different events by the same producer)

$475

$158.33

For Profit / Commercial Fees
For Events presented by a Commercial/For Profit or Funded Presenter

Fee
Ex GST

Cost
per event

$350

$350

Single Event – paid entry

$500

$500

Show Season* – paid entry

$550

$550

2 Event Discount Pack
(2 different events by the same producer)

$750

$375

4 Event Discount Pack
(4 different events by the same producer)

$1,200

$300

Single Event – paid entry

$800

$800

Show Season* – paid entry

$950

$950

$1,450

$725

$2,600

$650

All events with Free Entry:
Single Event or Show Season* – free entry
Events with paid entry in venues of less than 500pax capacity:

Events with paid entry in venues of 500pax or greater capacity:

2 Event Discount Pack (2 different events by the same
producer), venue 500 or greater capacity
4 Event Discount Pack (4 different events by the same
producer), venue 500 or greater capacity

*Unfunded means the event receives no corporate, government or substantial philanthropic” financial support
*A ‘Show Season’ means multiple performances of the same production/event over multiple days. Events with
multi-show seasons will have one Festival Guide and one Website listing per Event.

Fee Waiver Application
If you are a registered Not For Profit, or an Unfunded Community Group, Independent
Producer or small for-profit entity presenting your event under a not for profit model,
you may be eligible for a registration fee waiver. If you would like to apply, upload your Fee
Waiver Application during registration.
Your Fee Waiver Application needs to be collated into one PDF document and consist of:
1. An operating model statement (max 1 A4 page) that:
- Details your primary purpose as an entity (individual operator, collective, group or
organisation).
_ Provides details of the event’s resourcing, including that you are not in receipt of
government, corporate or substantial philanthropic funding and that your event is
being resourced primarily with volunteer/co-operative labour, and where reasonably
possible in-kind material resources. (Limited cash expenditure on items not available
through other means is inevitable and should also be transparently detailed.)
2. A project budget showing both projected expenditure and income for the event, and
reflecting the assertions of the operating model statement.
3. If applicable, your Certificate of Incorporation or similar document proving Not For
Profit status (if you are not formally incorporated as a Not For Profit address this in your
statement).
If you are awaiting the outcome of a fee waiver application please do not pay the
registration fee. The Pride Amplified Team will review your submission, will remove
registration fees for eligible events in the portal, and contact you to confirm that your event
can be finalised in the portal without payment.
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Venues
It’s up to you to find and secure a venue for your event, and the venue must confirm that you
are presenting in their space, prior to you finalising your registration.
You are welcome to present your event at any venue in the greater Sydney region, providing
that the venue is willing and able to register with Sydney WorldPride and agree to a simple
set of terms and conditions.
A range of venues, suitable for events of various kinds, have already expressed interest in
presenting Pride Amplified events, and you can find their details in the Venue Finder section
of the registration platform.
This is also where you link your event to your venue for the purposes of Pride Amplified
communications and publications.

Securing and Confirming a Venue
Already Confirmed A Venue?
If you have already confirmed a venue, and your venue has already registered with us,
you’re good to go.
Find their listing in the venue Finder and click enquire and apply.
It’s then over to the venue to confirm in the portal that they are hosting your event.
Communicate with your venue about this, ensuring they confirm in the portal with plenty of
time for you to complete the remainder of your registration.
OR
If you have confirmed a venue but the venue has not registered with us, please advise the
manager of the venue that they need to register with Sydney WorldPride.
The registration process for venues is almost identical to the process for events, just
simpler! Please forward the document “Venue Registration Invitation” (available for
download in Documents section of Eventotron registration platform) to your venue to
guide them through this process. Should your venue require support to complete their
registration please ask them to e-mail amplified@sydneyworldpride.com
Once your venue has completed their registration you will be able to link your event to the
venue as above.
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Haven’t Confirmed A Venue?
If you have not confirmed a venue at the time of commencing your registration you can
use the venue finder to see a list of venues that have already told Sydney WorldPride that
they are open to hosting Pride Amplified events.
These venues have provided a variety of details about their space and what resources and
hire models they provide, all of which you can see in the Venue Finder.
When using the Venue Finder to find a venue, look for a venue that is suitable to your event,
ensuring to check key details like audience capacity, cost, location, technical provisions etc.
You can then use the enquire & apply button to get in touch with a venue or venues where
you would like to present your event.
We highly recommend that you also phone or e-mail the venue directly, using the contact
details available on the listing in the Venue Finder. Some venues will monitor the platform
more regularly than others.

Support With Venues
If you are finding it difficult to secure a venue please e-mail amplified@sydneyworldpride.
com or call the Pride Amplified team on 0483 819 232.
The Pride Amplified team have extensive knowledge of Sydney’s venue landscape, and
may be able to provide advice on venues for you to approach. Please note that we will only
contact venues on your behalf under exceptional circumstances and cannot guarantee that
any given venue will agree to host your event.
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Event Marketing and Images
Event copy
You must provide three versions of your event blurb:
A standard 100 word version for the use of staff, provision to media, and accessible to
potential venues.
A short 50 word version for inclusion in the printed Festival Guide
And a longer version, up to 300 words plus a 30 word introduction or “tag line”, for inclusion
on the Pride Amplified website.
You are also welcome to provide additional details about your event, such as credits and
review quotes, which will be included on the website, and folders of further imagery and
media packages.

Some Tips:
Your Event Blurb (or Event Copy, Event Description) should encapsulate your event, and
convince the reader to snap up those tickets. Creating a good blurb is one of the most
important things in your advertising arsenal.
Get to know your audience – step into their shoes and think about who they are, where
they come from, what they love and what they want. Write as if you’re speaking directly to
them.
People love stories - Make sure your blurb contains details about your story, don’t just fill
your blurb with accolades, awards, stars, etc. Those are great but it’s a story that the reader
finds most compelling.
Let the people pick your words for you - Hear how other people describe your work, and
then look for commonly used words.
Look at what other people are writing - Visit other festival sites or ticket sales websites
and browse through the shows, reading each blurb. Notice what techniques are used. After
reading ten blurbs, decide which shows of the ten you would want to see? Which shows do
you not want to see? Why?
Also:
• Make your copy short and sharp
• Quotes require “quotation marks”
• One exclamation mark is enough!
• Use Australian English
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Images
You must provide one print quality (hi-res) and one Digital Quality (lo-res) image. These
should be the same image as each other, and we encourage you to use the same ‘hero’
image on all key marketing collateral.
The Image Dimensions must be:
Print / hi-res: 1920W x 1080H px @ 300dpi, CMYK preferred.
Digital / lo-res: 1490W x 1060H px @ 72dpi. RGB preferred.
You are also welcome to provide additional imagery and a trailer or short video. Additional
collateral will be displayed on the website in a scrollable gallery on your event page.

Some Tips:
•

Invest time in your image - images are the thing that will get you media attention

•

Less is more, don’t overcrowd the image

•

Make it bold and a standout

•

Don’t include too many people. Sometimes, images need to be printed smaller and can
look crowded

•

Don’t include any text on your image. The event name will appear separately.

•

Ensure your print quality images are High Resolution (300dpi)

Conditions
Sydney WorldPride is the publisher of all event information in the Festival Guide and online.
All material must be suitable for a wide audience. The following conditions apply to all
material you submit as part of your registration:
Sydney WorldPride reserves the right:
•

To require that Event Presenters provide updates/replacements to hero/main images.

•

Where multiple images are submitted, to make editorial decisions from among imagery
provided regarding placement/hierarchy of images, and regarding which images are
most suitable to represent the event.

•

Not to publish:
- Additional imagery
- Copy or Images that do not align with Sydney WorldPride values of diversity, inclusion
and accessibility.
- Copy or images that designed to cause offence or that could incite racial, ethnic or
homophobic or gendered hatred
- Copy or images that encourage or constitute a criminal offense
- Copy or images that are detrimental or could cause damage to Sydney WorldPride
- Explicit language. What the f*ck? These can be included but please note that given the
Festival Guide is distributed to a broad audience, we will replace one character
with a symbol.
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Crediting The Festival In Your Own Marketing
Once you are approved as a Pride Amplified event and your event is on sale (see page 10, Key
Dates) you want people to know you’re presenting your event as part of Pride Amplified, and
we want them to know it too. We encourage you to include the approved Pride Amplified
branding on your marketing collateral!
Branding will be available prior to program launch, to be downloaded from within the
Eventotron portal.
When advertising and promoting your event we require the following language:
[your presenting entity or entities], as part of Pride Amplified, presents [Your Show]
Or, in cases where producer billing follows the title, use the following:
[Your show], presented by [your presenting entity or entities] as part of Pride Amplified
You must use only the program title in all marketing materials, including on postcards,
posters, etc. i.e.
Pride Amplified
or
Pride Amplified, part of the Sydney WorldPride festival
If your event is being ticketed by Pride Amplified you must always include prideamplified.au
as the site for more information and tickets.
Pride Amplified events must only use the approved Pride Amplified branding, cannot use
the Sydney WorldPride logo and must not suggest in any marketing material they are part of
the Official, WorldPride Arts or WorldPride Sports program.
Pride Amplified events may not name any Facebook page or event with ‘Sydney WorldPride’
or ‘Pride Amplified’ in the page or event title. Use the above billing in description text only.
If you are unsure how to credit the festival or use the Pride Amplified branding please
contact amplified@sydneyworldpride.com
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Ticketing And Settlement
Pride Amplified event will be provided with ticketing services by Sydney WorldPride
partner The Sydney Fringe, which manages ticketing systems and services using the Red61
platform.
Sydney WorldPride and Sydney Fringe provide this service in order to ensure a simple,
centralised, smooth and accessible purchasing experience for attendees, and to ensure
that all event presenters are provided with professional box office and ticketing support.
Unless you or your venue have a pre-existing exclusive contract with another ticketing
provider we require you to use the Sydney Fringe (Red61) ticketing system provided by
Sydney WorldPride.

Ticketing Through Pride Amplified
Pride Amplified ticketing services are provided by The Sydney Fringe and utilise the leading
global ticketing provider Red61.
During the on-sale period, from 9th November 2022 until the end of the Sydney WorldPride
festival, Pride Amplified will provide a streamlined online ticket purchasing experience
within the Pride Amplified website, and a full service phone & e-mail box office for ticket
purchasers who require.
Event presenters will be provided with a unique logon to the Sydney Fringe/Red 61 ticketing
back-end website, where you can view and schedule a variety of sales reports and book
complimentary tickets, and the Box Office team will be available to provide support to
event presenters by phone and e-mail where required.
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External Ticketing
If you are using an alternate ticketing provider you must exemplify an existing relationship
with a professional provider during registration. Sydney WorldPride is not able to provide
ticketing support of any kind to, and takes no responsibility for ticketing complications
experienced by, events that use an alternate ticketing provider.
If using an alternate ticketing provider you must:
Ensure that tickets are released for sale on the day that the program is launched: 9th
November 2022.
Note: The below information, pages 29 to 33 inclusive, does not apply to events that have
received approval to use an alternate ticketing provider. These events must obtain any and
all ticketing information required from the alternate provider.
If approved to use an alternate ticketing provider you must:
•

Ensure that tickets are released for sale on the day that the program is launched: 9th
November 2022.

•

Provide the ticketing link for your event by 1 October 2022: you must acquire and enter
the exact URL for your particular event on your provider’s site. Do not enter a general,
season or landing page URL.

•

Ensure that the venue, dates, times, and prices details provided in your Pride Amplified
registration match exactly the details on your ticketing platform, and advise whether the
advertised price is plus fees. Sydney WorldPride reserves the right not to publish events
with conflicting details across platforms.

Fees And Charges
No Inside Charge
Sydney WorldPride doesn’t charge any inside charges to registered artists for ticketing
services. However if ticketing through Pride Amplified the advertised ticket price should
include the customer booking fee (see below).

Complimentary Tickets Charge
You receive a free allocation of complimentary tickets: 8% per performance/session. After
that, comp tickets incur a $0.66c (GST Inclusive) fee payable by you the event presenter.

Customer Booking Fee
All tickets that Sydney WorldPride sells through the Pride Amplified website are subject to
a $4 customer booking fee. These fees are payable by the customer at the point of sale, but
should be included in your advertised price.
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Setting Your Ticket Price
What price or prices you charge is entirely up to you, but it’s important to remember that the
price paid by the audience is not the same amount you receive at settlement.
When calculating your advertised price/s ensure to add the above Customer Booking Fee
(and GST if you are not registered to collect it) to the amount you need to receive per ticket
at settlement.
The prices you advertise on your website, socials, flyer or poster must be the same ones you
advise us of, and that we print in the Festival Guide and on the website.
For events ticketed by Pride Amplified these prices must be inclusive of all fees.
For example:

YOUR PRICE

+ GST

Customer
Booking Fee

Advertised Price

What you need to receive
at settlement

+10%

+$4

The Price
in Guide

$28.00

+ $2.80

+ $4.00

$ 34.80

GST: If you are not registered to collect GST Sydney WorldPride/The Sydney Fringe
is obliged to deduct GST from your ticket price prior to settlement and pay it to the
government on your behalf.
If you don’t know whether you are registered for GST you most likely are not, but we
recommend you seek the advice of an accountant.

Price Categories

Sydney WorldPride has set standard ticket categories that you will be able to select when
inputting ticket prices in the registration system. Please note that your event does not need
to include all price categories.

Full / All

The standard ticket price paid by any general member of the ticket buying public, or if you
are only charging one price for all tickets.

Concession

Priced lower than a standard adult ticket, and applicable for holders of concession cards
(pensioner, senior, student, unemployed).

Child

For children 12 years and under who will occupy a seat. Children 2 years and under are free
on lap.

Groups 6+

A discount for groups booking more than 6 tickets, set lower than an adult ticket price.
Tickets must be purchased in one transaction for discount to apply.
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Preview

Discounted tickets for any sessions prior to the official opening of your season. Ticket price
should be set lower than the normal adult ticket and be the only price available for the
performance.
There is no obligation to provide preview performances.
Note: Additional price bands will only be added under exceptional circumstance and must
be requested prior to the close of registrations.

Companion Card

Companion Cards allow people with significant and permanent disability who have a
lifelong need for a high level of support to participate in community events and activities.
The card allows a person’s carer free entry into participating venues and events. Sydney
WorldPride and ticketing provider The Sydney Fringe gladly accept the Companion Card.
Full details of how to book Companion Card tickets will be available at prideamplified.au
when tickets are released for sale.
Note: Additional price bands will only be added under exceptional circumstance and must
be requested prior to the close of registrations.

Complimentary Tickets

Pride Amplified will provide each presenter an allocation of complimentary tickets up to 8%
of their venue capacity, per performance, free of charge.
After 8% has been reached, all complimentary tickets incur a $0.66c (GST Inclusive) fee per
ticket payable by the event provider.
Complimentary tickets up to your allocation can be booked through the ticketing back end
any time during the onsale period.
To book complimentary tickets beyond your allocation you will need to email our Box
Office Coordinator by 3pm the day before the performance for which you would like
complimentary tickets.

Ticketing Dates
9th November 2022 – all confirmed Pride Amplified events on sale by this date
10th January 2023 –second round website-only Pride Amplified events on sale

Sales And Door Lists
Event Presenters will have access to sales reports and door lists via the ticketing back end
from 9th November 2022 when ticketing goes live.
If a presenting partner who is not the registered event presenter (such as a venue or
promoter) requires ticketing reports you can use the ticketing portal to schedule reports to
be sent directly to them. In limited circumstances by request from the event presenter the
Pride Amplified team may provide a presenting partner with a ticketing
back-end logon.
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Settlement
The Sydney Fringe is the provider of ticketing services for Pride Amplified, managed
utilising ticketing platform Red 61.
Settlement of your ticket sales will be completed within four weeks of your last session/
performance, provided that all required documents and information have been provided.
This includes:
•

A valid and active ABN or a Statement by a Supplier (this should be provided during the
Registration process)

•

A valid invoice issued by you to The Sydney Fringe, which should include the following:
1. If you are registered for GST,
2. A statement that this is a Tax Invoice. (“Tax Invoice” at the top of the page is sufficient)
3. If the tax invoice is greater than $1,000, you must include the identity of the buyer.
eg Invoice issued to The Sydney Fringe or include The Sydney Fringe’s
ABN (16 393 987 277)
4. Date the invoice was issued.
5. A brief description of the services
6. Total amount due and the GST on the total amount (GST is only applicable if you are
registered for GST and is noted in your Settlement report).
7. Supplier Name and ABN
8. Bank Account and BSB
9. Ensure that the file name of the invoice includes your event name as per the
registration portal.

* Note: Payments are made periodically – not on the day the invoice is received. Failure to
produce any outstanding documentation, including failure to invoice, by 31st March 2023
may result in the Event Presenter forfeiting their ticket revenue.
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International Event Providers In Australia
International Event Providers must be aware of the taxation requirements and laws for
performing and earning income in countries where they are not citizens. Sydney WorldPride
reserves the right to withhold or deduct tax from the Settlement of international producers,
in accordance with Australian taxation legislation and international tax agreements.
During the Registration process, you will be required to answer questions relating to your
Country of Residence and whether you are carrying on a business in Australia – this will
impact the manner in which Sydney WorldPride applies tax to your Settlement.
We strongly advise that you seek advice on this as early as possible, so that there are no
delays in Settlement.
Sydney WorldPride will charge a fee of $30.00 per transaction to transfer/make payments
into a foreign bank account.

Settlement Process Steps
Once all sessions / performances are completed:
1. Event Presenter to enter the number of tickets sold the at door into registration portal
(‘Details and Demographics”).
2. The Sydney Fringe prepare a detailed Settlement Statement showing the total ticket
sales less Booking Fees and GST (if applicable) and any other applicable charges.
3. The Sydney Fringe emails the Settlement Statement to the Event Presenter, which
includes the total amount owing/payable.
4. Event Presenter issues an invoice to The Sydney Fringe for the total amount owing* See note
5. The Sydney Fringe confirms that all details on the invoice are correct, and pays the
invoice.
Note: Payments are made periodically – not on the day the invoice is received.
Failure to produce any outstanding documentation, including failure to invoice, by 31st
March 2023 may result in the Event Presenter forfeiting their ticket revenue.
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Business Bits
Public Liability Insurance
Sydney WorldPride requires all events to take out Public Liability Insurance (PLI). This
coverage protects you financially in the event that an audience member is injured
or third party property is damaged as a result of your negligence. Event presenters
are required to submit a Public Liability Certificate of Currency for $20 million to
ensure that Public Liability coverage is active. Public Liability does not cover injury
to performers or to you and your property. These are at your discretion to address
and could include additional insurance being taken for contents, injury or worker’s
compensation depending on your circumstances. As a general rule, the riskier the
event is to the public, the more expensive and difficult to secure public liability
insurance. It is important to consider the structure of your group/company when
searching for affordable public liability insurance (PLI). For example, you may want
to consider PLI for one project where the insurance only covers the duration of your
event. For performers or companies who work across the year, consider taking out
annual public liability insurance either as a group or individually.
Event presenters must upload your certificates of currency to the registration
portal by the 1st Oct 2022.

Safety / WH+S
Event presenters and venue managers have a responsibility to meet WHS and Building
Code/Safety standards. Event presenters are required to submit a risk assessment to
Sydney WorldPride, and more details risk assessments may be required by your venue.
Event presenters must upload your risk assessment to the registration portal by
the 1st Oct 2022.

Apra / Amcos
Music has become a vital part of the performance landscape. APRA administers the
rights of songwriters, publishers and composers in Australia and New Zealand. If
you are planning on using copyrighted music (prerecorded or live) in your event, you
are required to obtain the appropriate license and pay any relevant fees. For more
information and resources on music copyright: apraamcos.com.au

Copyright And Royalties
Sydney WorldPride subscribes to the principles of copyright and intellectual property
as they are outlined under Australian law. Copyright ensures that the owner of the work
is acknowledged as such and that any relevant fees for using the work are paid. Event
presenters are obligated to obtain the written permission from the copyright holders,
owners or originators of a work and pay any relevant fees for the use of that work. If a
work does not have the rights to be performed, it will be withdrawn from the Festival
program. For more information on copyright, visit the Australian Copyright Council:
copyright.org.au
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Letter Of Understanding / Agreement
A Letter of Understanding / Agreement, more formally called a Memorandum of
Understanding, is a useful and effective document that sets out the agreement/terms of
a relationship to avoid any misunderstanding and to ensure that all parties agree on the
terms. Letters of Understanding ensure that you have agreements in writing which are
signed and dated for accountability. Examples where Letters of Understanding are useful
include: between producer and performers; between producers and designers; between
members of groups creating an event and those financing one. A Letter of Understanding
could cover issues such as:
•

The parties the agreement is between

•

Financial obligations

•

Reporting obligations

•

Time commitments expected

•

Confidentiality clause

•

Who owns the copyright to a newly created work

•

Dispute resolution processes.

Working With Children
Groups working with children are required to have each of their members pass a working
with children clearance. Also, groups working with children are bound by industry legislation
regulating the pay, working conditions and maximum time commitments of a child in a
production. For detailed advice on working with children, visit the Arts Law Centre of
Australia at: artslaw.com.au

Accessibility
Sydney WorldPride is committed to accessibility across the Festival. Although you may
have little power over changing your venue’s accessibility, there are many things you could
consider to make your events/productions more accessible to a wider audience. Our
partners at The Sydney Fringe provide a guide to accessibility, which is available to Pride
Amplified artists here.
For great genre-specific ideas and more information regarding issues of accessibility,
ensure you visit the Accessible Arts website: aarts.net.au
The Sydney World Pride Disability Inclusion Action Plan is available here.
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Volunteer Insurance
Volunteers are not covered under your Workers’ Compensation or your Public Liability
Insurance. Ensure that you discuss this with your insurance provider and if required
insure your volunteers separately or ask your volunteers to sign a release form to
indicate that they are responsible for their own insurance.

Personal Injury
Public Liability does not cover you or members of your group for injury while
performing. You may like to explore Personal Accident and Injury Insurance. Discuss
these options with your insurance provider.

Smoking Regulations
In NSW it is not considered an offence to smoke during a performance where smoking
is deemed ‘necessary’. However WorkCover would prefer that real tobacco cigarettes
were not used and encourage the use of an apparatus or prop to replicate smoking

Disclaimer
Sydney WorldPride is not a licensed insurance or financial advisor and therefore
cannot give advice on specific insurance matters, policies or products. You need to
speak to a licensed insurance provider and use the information on these pages as a
guide only. Sydney WorldPride will not be liable for any artists insurance issues directly
or indirectly
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Event Presenter Opportunities
A Range of opportunities will be uniquely available to registered Sydney WorldPride:
Pride Amplified event presenters and their teams..
We will issue regular e-mail updates advising of opportunities and requirements.
Please add amplified@sydneyworldpride.com to your safe senders list to ensure you
receive these updates!
Event Presenter opportunities will include:

Presenter Masterclass Series
Details will be advised by e-mail, and masterclass topics will include:
Accessibility, extending the life of your event, (presented by The Sydney Fringe),
diversity and inclusion, and marketing and design.

Questions??
The Pride Amplified Event Provider Services Team is here to help you with questions you
may have about registration for or presentation within Pride Amplified.
Please contact the team at amplified@sydneyworldpride.com or on 0483 819 232

Pride Amplified
Part of The Sydney WorldPride Festival
Event Presenter Handbook

